
Administration of attendance recording

This document is only used during training in Monitor G5. The work flow described may not be
exactly like the processes used in your company, so you’ll need to take notes that can be used
later in your company’s internal work flow descriptions. For detailed information on the
different terms and areas described during the training, you can read the online help function
for the procedures in question. To access the online help function, press on the toolbar or

press Shift + F1 in the procedure. You can also open the online help function for a certain
section or box, for example, by pressing F1 in the procedure.

This training material outlines the settings required in order for personnel to be able to record
attendance and working tasks in order to administrate attendance recording.

Personnel records – Time recording
This procedure is used to register all personnel who will be using the recording terminal. For
attendance recording, this refers mainly to the settings under the Attendance/Schedule and Signer
tabs.

When registering a new person it is mandatory to enter the First name and Last name, as well as select
a department. This information is provided under General.

The Attendance/Schedule tab
In this tab, you can enter all settings relating to attendance recording and schedules.

Important settings under this tab:

Time recording – Attendance/Work is the default setting. This setting is required in order for the
person to record attendance.
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Parameter group – this group controls several settings relating to management of the person’s
attendance recording. These include, for example, flex recording, which time balances will be
used, and the amount of shorter working hours that will be generated. You register parameter
groups in the Parameter groups procedure.

Schedule management – here you can choose either No schedule or According to schedule
cycle. The latter alternative activates all the other settings in the procedure which are required if
the person will be recording with a schedule.

Schedule cycles – here you can add a schedule cycle, with a from date for each occasion on
which an employee changes working hours. Schedule cycles are registered in the Schedule cycles
procedure. By clicking the Show inactive records button you can also obtain schedule cycles
previously entered for the person that are no longer in effect.

The Signer tab
This tab contains all settings relating to authorization and adjustment of recording items.

Settings in this tab:

User – this is where you can add users who are able to adjust and authorize the person’s
recording items.

Adjust work – allows work recording items to be adjusted.

Adjust attendance – allows attendance recording items to be adjusted.

Authorization – here you can specify whether the user will be main signer, secondary signer, or
not permitted to authorize attendance recording.

In the System signer procedure you can also add a system signer. This user has the right to
adjust recording items, and is made secondary signer for all personnel. In this tab, the system
signer is shown on a row with a gray background (see figure above).
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Schedule exceptions
In this procedure you can add temporary working hours for one or more members of staff. These will
apply instead of the schedule cycle which normally determines their working hours day-to-day.

To add a schedule exception:

1. Check the Include box in the table for one or more of the employee numbers among those you
selected in the Selection tab.

2. Select the days on which the temporary working hours will apply by holding down CTRL and
clicking.

3. In the Schedule exceptions section you can choose which schedule will replace each one of the
schedules that are represented for the days selected.

4. Save in the procedure.

You can also add and review schedule exceptions for one person at a time in the Personnel records –
Time recording and Attendance list procedures.

Monitor Tip!

Remember that you are entering a schedule, not a calendar. If, for example, a Swedish
holiday falls within the period, additional rows with schedule exceptions must be added
(before and after the holiday), as Swedish holidays are only entered in the schedule
cycle.

Schedule exceptions are most suitable for short periods, for example, single days. For
changes to schedules involving longer periods, it is best for the relevant staff to add
schedule cycles to be used for a date interval in the personnel records.
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Attendance list
The Attendance list procedure enables you to see all personnel in a single list, providing an overview of
who has clocked in, and who is absent. For each employee, you can also see work in progress in the
Work in progress box at the bottom of the window.

There is an icon beside every employee number which shows the person’s recording status. An
explanation for each icon appears above the list. The checkboxes can be used in order to filter names
by the different recording statuses. If, for example, you filter by Not clocked in, within schedule time
the people who should be clocked in, but are not, will be shown.

You can see more information about the person who is selected in the list. There are buttons for
reporting absence as well as entering planned absence and schedule exceptions for the person. Buttons
to show the schedule as well as last recordings and current time balances are also provided.

Report absence:

A person is reporting absence (for example, due to sickness).

1. Click Report absence in order to report absence in the system.

2. Choose a suitable Absence code in the window that appears.

3. Enter when the absence begins. The date and time of the person’s last recording – which
determines when absence begins – is shown beside From. The date and time fields are grayed-
out if the person is not clocked in. The field for time is active if the person has clocked in. You
can enter the time when the absence will begin here. A period of absence may not begin in the
future.

4. Enter when the absence will end in the To field, if you know when this is. Otherwise, leave the
field blank.
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(In a subsequent version it will be possible to enter planned absence in this field, which means
the period of absence will end on that date.)

5. Click OK.

6. Save in the procedure.

Enter planned absence:

A person is reporting planned absence (for example, compensatory leave).

1. Click Planned absence in order to report absence in the system.

2. In the window that appears, you can click in the calendar to select the days to which the absence
applies.

3. Enter an Absence code in the table under the calendar.

4. If the absence only refers to part of the day, select Part of day and enter the times in the From
and To fields.

5. Absence entered is now shown in italics in the calendar. Click OK.

6. Save in the procedure.

To add a schedule exception:

A person will be changing schedule temporarily.

1. Click Schedule exceptions to enter the schedule exception in the system.

2. In the window that appears, you can click in the calendar to select the days to which the
schedule exception applies.

3. Add an Exception schedule from the schedule in question in the table under the calender. A row
is shown here for each unique schedule you will be replacing, giving you a better insight into
which schedules will be replaced.

4. (If you need to add more schedule exceptions for other days, repeat the steps outlined in items
2–3).

5. Scheduled exceptions entered are shown in italics in the calendar. Click OK.

6. Save in the procedure.

Authorize/Adjust recording
This procedure is used to check personnel’s recording items, make adjustments, and approve recording
items through so-called authorization.

Select personnel for authorization and/or adjustment:

1. Choose the people who will be able to authorize/adjust recording under the Selection tab.

2. By choosing an Authorization interval in the tab, you can authorize multiple days at the same
time – otherwise you can only take one day at a time.
In the list of the personnel you have loaded, various symbols are shown in a separate column.
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The green tick means that every day in the interval has been approved for that person. A
warning symbol means that one of the days includes overtime or absence which must be

reviewed. If there is no symbol in the column, the person has normal attendance for every single
day. If the red error symbol is shown, there are days with discrepancies in relation to the

schedule. These days cannot be authorized.

3. In the list, select the people whose recording you will authorize/adjust. See more information
about this below.

The Calendar tab provides an overview of all recording items, and you can authorize selected
days/weeks. Authorized days are shown here in green.

Under the Adjust attendance tab you can change, delete, and add recorded items, or authorize single
days. Activate this tab by selecting one or more days in the calendar.
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To authorize recording:

1. You can choose which people to authorize by checking the Include box at the start of the row in
the table of people. To select all, check the box in the heading. If you have not entered an
authorization interval, you can only select one person at a time. The Include checkbox will not
appear in this case.

2. Review recorded items for the people selected. If you click on the info button for a specific

day in the calendar, you can see a detailed list of the recordings entered for that day.

3. If you need to adjust anything, switch to the Adjust attendance tab. See below.

4. Once recorded items for every day have been reviewed, click Authorize

Calculation of shorter working hours

When you authorize a day, shorter working hours are calculated for that day. The settings for this
calculation can be found in the parameter group to which the person belongs.

To adjust recordings:

1. Select the person for whom the adjustment will be made in the list on the left.

2. Click on the day in the calendar to be adjusted. Select multiple days by holding down CTRL and
clicking.

3. Switch to the Adjust attendance tab in order to adjust recordings.

4. Make any adjustments to the daily schedule and overtime calculation (see below) and either
authorize or unauthorize the day. This is done at the top of the tab. If you have chosen multiple
days, you can also navigate between them.

5. Change the times in or out, the absence code, and the overtime selections to be adjusted in the

upper table. If necessary, enter new recording items by clicking Add new row at the end (F5).

You can then select either attendance or absence reporting, as well as times in and out.
Attendance recording does not have a symbol, whereas absence and lunch recording each have
their own symbol.
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6. Once you have adjusted the recording items, you can perform a new calculation by clicking the
Calculate button. The Time column and totals will then be updated.

7. If you need to undo an adjustment, click Undo modifications before saving the procedure.

8. Save in the procedure.

Calculate overtime

The procedure includes a function to facilitate adjustment of days where a time difference arises. If
Calculate overtime is set to After fulfilled daily working hours in the person’s parameter group, there
will always be a time difference if the person has recorded both overtime and absence during the same
day. Every time absence is recorded, the Deduct from OT checkbox is shown. If the box is checked, the
absence will be deducted from the overtime. If absence has been recorded more than once during the
same day, you may need to select multiple absence records in order for the time difference to be zero.
If there is absence remaining on the record after deduction from overtime, this must be reported and
authorized as normal.

Under the recording rows there is a summary of the day’s attendance, absence, overtime, and flex. For
each recording, the calculated Time is also shown. This makes it easier to trace the totals.

Please note that Deduct from overtime cannot be actioned when Calculate overtime is set to All
overtime in the person’s parameter group, as they have entirely different results. With All
overtime activated, the person is credited with the recorded overtime even if the person has
recorded absence the same day. Deduct from overtime should only be used when Calculate
overtime is set to After fulfilled daily working hours.

Change of period

In order for absence in progress to be completed for elapsed days, you can activate the Automatic
generation of absence (change of period) setting and enter a time for a change of period through the
Breakpoint for change of period setting. One vacation day at a time is then registered, whereupon the
days elapse. These can be authorized and included as a salary basis.

Monitor Tip!

Remember to also adjust work recording items at the same time as adjusting
attendance.
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Recording log
This procedure is used to display personnel recording in different ways. The intended workflow to
generate payroll data from attendance recording is shown below.

1. In the Selection tab, choose the Days not authorized list type.

2. Select Date to determine which period the salary basis refers to. Only the recording items
entered between these dates will be shown.

3. Load the list. You will now see all recorded items that have not been authorized within the date
interval selected.

4. Switch back to the Selection tab and set Show authorized to All.

5. Choose the Discrepancy between planned/recorded time list type.

6. Load the list again. The list shows the days within the stated date interval for which there may
be a time difference between the schedule’s regular working hours and recorded attendance +
absence. If the list is empty, there are no issues.

7. Switch back to the Selection tab and choose the Recording and total per salary type option.

8. Load the list again. The list shows all recording items and a summary of the salary types to be
registered in the payroll program. If there are different additions registered for recording items,
the salary types from these records in the list are shown.

Monitor Tip!
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Keep in mind that personnel who may have left, for example, can be blocked in the
personnel records, to make sure they are not included in the basis. Use the Show
blocked setting in order to include them, if necessary.

Use the filter function in the Recording items and Discrepancy between
planned/recorded time lists to modify the selection further.

Comments entered by personnel when using the recording terminal can be shown by
selecting Show comment when loading the Recording items list.

Salary basis
You can choose how each salary type is exported. The Attendance/Absence setting in the Basic data –
Attendance procedure determines whether the salary type is classed as attendance or absence when
exported. As a basic rule, it can be said that remuneration such as IWH allowance should be exported
as hours, while absence should be exported as hours and dates. This is because it is necessary to enter
the day the person was sick, or took vacation, in the payroll program.

Time bank log
In this procedure you can track all changes to an employee’s balance in the time banks for
compensatory time, flex time, etc. Among other things, changes to balances may be related to a
recording, an adjustment, or a manual adjustment of the time balance, for example, for payment of
saved comp time. The Actual date column in the list denotes which day is being adjusted, while the Log
date column denotes when the adjustment was carried out.

In the Recording terminal procedure, personnel can view this list by clicking the button shown
beside each time balance under the Time balances heading. The last seven days’ balance changes are
displayed by default, however, this can be changed to see even further back in time.
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Update time balances
In this procedure you can update time balances in any time bank. The list only shows personnel with
the selected time bank available, or who have a balance in the time bank from previous recordings. In
the list, you can enter either the new balance or the difference you wish to add to the balance. You can
choose to update the current balance or a historical balance. If you choose a historical balance, you can
also choose the date you wish to check. A common scenario that arises when starting up is that payroll
management has not been completed in the old system on the same day Monitor G5 is launched. An
“opening balance” can be entered later for each time bank, and you can view the balance in effect at
the month-end/startup day.
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